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Things to Consider….
US Cold Storage reported total pork stocks at 601.8
million pounds for June, down 17.7 million pounds from
the revised figure for June (with that figure revised 2.9
million pounds lower). This brought pork in cold storage
9.0% over last year at this time or 49.8 million pounds
higher.
Spare-ribs in cold storage accounted for the largest
portion of the overall decline in cold pork supplies,
falling 16.8 million pounds from June. Typically, spareribs in cold storage peak in March/April and then fall to
bottom in August. Given high monthly figures reported
since April of this year compared to their respective
year-ago levels, spare-ribs in cold storage has since
fallen within range of more recent historical years for
the month of July.
Bellies in cold storage fell 3.8 million for July, while
the category representing other pork declined 2.8
million for the same period. Loins, trimmings and
variety meat stocks were relatively stable from the
month of June.
Ham supplies in cold storage rose 4.0 million
pounds for July, with the bone-in variety rising 8.2
million and boneless supplies fell near 4.3 million. This
type of increase in cold ham supply is considered typical
following the Easter holiday as total hams in cold storage
find a bottom in March but recover to peak seasonally in
September. For comparison, picnics edged only 20
thousand pounds higher from a month earlier, while
butts climbed 1.1 million pounds into July.
Seasonal declines are welcome in the market however
the fact that total pork in cold storage is 9% over last
year is weighing on overall prices. As demand is
expected to increase into the spring of 2020, look for
supplies to potentially drop, signalling improved
movement.
Lean hog futures posted steady to higher trade with
December returning to the mid-60’s. Range bound trade
is expected in the weeks ahead as the market looks for
the next big piece of news to begin a new trend.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Cash hog markets were pressured by low packer bids on
generally moderate volume. Declines were reported daily
with heavier losses reported the latter half of the week.
Wholesale pork values were primarily lower, particularly
hams and bellies, which drove pork cutout $6.61/cwt
lower on the week.
Canadian hog markets were generally down $5-$8 per hog from a week earlier. Values out of Hylife and
Thunder Creek each declined more than $8/hog, while those out of Ontario, Quebec and the ML Sig 4 fell
near $7.50 from the previous week. The OlyW 19 was down $6.75 while the OlyW 17 fell shy of $5/hog. In
the US, values out of Tyson were down more than $5 and JM was down $7 per hog.

Weekly Hog Margins
Hog margins continue to slide on weaker cash hog markets however did receive modest offset support
in reduced feed costs. Canadian farrow-to-finish feed costs were near $0.50/hog weaker while those in
the monitored US region were closer to $1/hog lower from a week earlier.
Monitored Canadian hog margins were generally $2 to $8 weaker, with those out of Hylife down the
most from a week earlier. Hog margins out of Ontario, Quebec and the ML Sig 4 each declined near
$7/hog, while the OlyW19 weakened closer to $6/hog. ML Sig 5 margins were down $5.50/hog while the
OlyW 17 calculated margins which were down $4/hog on the week. In the US, Tyson margins weakened
$3.75/hog while those out of JM declined $6/hog.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ 26.75 USD X 1.3300 = $ 35.58 in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ 19.70 USD X 1.3300 = $ 26.20 in Canadian Dollars
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